Florian Blümmel from Germany presents an extraordinary bicycle act in a unique blend of
poetry, strength, balance and perfection with a stunning and breathtaking finale.
The life of Florian Blümmel, the triple German champion, European champion and double
vice world champion in artistic cycling, who was born in Speyer (Germany), tells the story
of an athlete who made it onto the world’s stages.
Florian was not born as a professional artist. After leaving school he completed an
apprenticeship as a carpenter and as a wholesale and foreign trade merchant.
But already as a young boy at the age of 6 he was fascinated by artistic cycling and started
to practice. Later on, together with his younger brother Felix, he still has always found time
to practice for several hours every day and for learning new tricks all the time. Both were
completely addicted.
As time passed, Florian rose quickly to the top of his sport, qualifying for all the major
competitions. Together with his brother he achieved many national and international sporting
successes and awards over the years. For 9 years he was also a member of the German
national team.
After many years and great success in sports, 2013 he felt that his vocation was to perform on
stage, where he could touch and thrill people with his act as a professional cycle artist. At the
beginning together with his brother as »Felix and Flow«, later as a solo artist.
Since then he has performed around the world with circuses, prestigious German Varietés,
cruise ships, events, theaters and concerts. In addition to performing, he competed successfully
in different festivals and won multiple artistic awards. For example at the famous circus
festival »Le Festival Mondial du Cirque de Demain« in Paris (France) he won the Chinese
Acrobats Association Trophee. And in 2016 he was the winner of the »Harzer Show Kristall« in
Germany. He also appeared on TV shows such as Germany’s Got Talent (»Deutschland sucht
das Supertalent«).
With his act, Florian presents a fabulous dreamy and magical love story between a man and his
bicycle. He takes his audience on an emotional, poetic, magical bike ride. His bike seems to
come to life and to drive all by itself. He seems to merge with his bike. While the bike seemingly
by itself is running its rounds, the Artist presents a stunning acrobatic performance at its best.
But that's not all. For the grand and thrilling finale, Florian Blümmel takes his audience on a
spectacular journey back in time and presents an almost forgotten performance: The
incredible, breathtaking and extremely dangerous »BICYCLE WALL OF DEATH«,
performed high above the audience!
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